SUCCESS STORY
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INVOICE SOLUTION

Hengstenberg

Challenge:
» Digital processing of vendor invoices
» Introduction in a narrow timeframe
» Workload reduction for the accounting
department
Solution:
» Central mailroom for digital recording of all
incoming invoices
» Integration of SAP Content Server
» Rollout at three locations
Benefits:
» Transparent overview of the processing status of all
vendor invoices
» Much faster processing
» Compliance with cash discount periods
» Reduction of paper consumption
» Avoidance of input errors during document entry

Economic pleasure experiences
in financial accounting
»Making good things even better.
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members would increase accordingly.
With additional and increased financial accounting challenges, the pros
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incoming invoices were being considered. As a result, the management decided to introduce software to optimize
processes and increase efficiency.
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With AFI Invoice‘s three e-invoice modules, Mailbox, File and EDI, invoices
are received electronically and processed directly. Preparation and scanning
of paper invoices is eliminated without
replacement.
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The name of Hengstenberg has been a synonym for fine
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